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A new study uses a rigorous approach to isolate the consequences of eye movements on cortical visual
processing, showing that our visual system does not shut down during saccades but specifically
modulates sensitivity to selected stimuli.

Look at your left eye in a mirror. Then shift

your gaze to the image of your right eye,

making saccades back and forth. You will

see your eyes alternatively staring back,

but you will never catch them moving.

Your inability to see your own eye

movements is an example of the

‘saccadic suppression’ phenomenon. As

17th-century philosopher Descartes

observed, we fail to see the motion

produced by our own eye movements but

are readily aware of the motion produced

by other sources, such as by gently

tapping the corner of our eye. This means

that the samemotion signal on the retinae

is perceived differently when it is

produced by our own eye movements or

by other external sources, logically

implicating a (pre-)motor signal in the

modulation of visual sensitivity1,2. But

the visual system cannot afford to miss

such a large share of information with

every saccade, and has developed a

strategy to allow continuity of visual

analysis during saccades. In this issue

of Current Biology, a new study by

Niemeyer et al.3 essentially applies

the Descartes approach to compare

sensitivity during real saccadic eye

movements and ‘simulated saccades’,

where the same retinal motion is

produced by rotating the display in front

of steadily fixating eyes. Using this

approach, they demonstrate that

saccadic suppression selectively affects

some stimuli, while others are enhanced

(Figure 1A).

The simulated saccades technique

is not new, but Niemeyer et al. are

the first to use it in combination with

electrophysiological measurements of

single cell recordings in primary visual

cortex (V1) in behaving monkeys. V1 cells

are often thought of as simple filters,

essentially representing the visual image

in terms of prevalent eye-of-origin,

orientation, and spatiotemporal

frequency at each location. Previous

studies compared V1 cell responses

when images were static versus

presented during saccades, revealing a

biphasic pattern of modulation. This

consists of a slight suppression followed

by strong enhancement of activity,

common to V1 and its main subcortical

input, the lateral geniculate nucleus4,5.

However, these studies could not

ascertain whether the initial suppression

and later enhancement were mere

consequences of the high-speed motion

recorded by the retinae during the eye-

movement. Transients and fast

motion change the spatio-temporal

distribution of the visual input, and this

dramatically affects image visibility

(Figure 1B). Niemeyer et al. never

compared responses with a static

image presentation, but only between

real and simulated saccades. Because

the retinal stimulus was always

matched across conditions, differences

in temporal frequency content or

visual masking could not account

for the changes in sensitivity, which

must be driven by an active signal

associated with the movement of the

eyes: an efference copy6 or corollary

discharge7.

Niemeyer et al.’s results fit with

previous psychophysical evidence in

humans and reiterates the three key

features of saccadic suppression: that it is

active, partial and selective8,9. ‘Active

suppression’ refers to the need for a (pre-)

motor signal modulating sensitivity,

reaching as early in visual processing as

V1. This is in line with evidence that eye

position and eye movements are

represented in V110–12, and suggests that

these signals can shape visual cortical

processing at the very first stage. Past

studies opposing this view claimed that

sensitivity changes during real and

simulated saccades are qualitatively

similar and may be explained by masking

from the high-speed motion during the

saccade, or the stable images preceding

and following the saccade13. However,

finding similarities between saccades and

simulated saccades will not help

understand saccadic suppression, simply

because these two conditions are

glaringly different in perception14 — while

we fail to notice our own saccades, we

have no difficulty detecting a simulated

saccade, as in Descartes’ original

observation.

‘Partial suppression’ means that vision

does not shut off completely during

saccades, as in a grey-out of input.

Rather, sensitivity is reduced (not

eliminated) in a way that counterbalances

the redistribution of stimulus energy

during the high-speedmotion imposed by

saccades (Figure 1). Relatedly, ‘selective

suppression’ means that, while lower

spatial frequencies andmotion signals are

strongly affected9,14,15, high spatial

frequencies (and colors) are not

suppressed9,16. This suggests that the

parvocellular pathway (specialized for

color and details) is relatively unaffected

by saccadic suppression — a proposal

borne out when visual stimulation is

carefully controlled, as in Niemeyer et al.’s

study.

It appears that the primary goal of

saccadic suppression is to optimize the

encoding of available visual information,

discarding the redundancies intrinsic to

natural images. Eye movements in

general serve this purpose17, as the retinal

motion they produce redistributes the

static energy in the natural image

spectrum over space and time, hence

‘whitening’ (flattening) it. This

corresponds to attenuating the low spatial

frequencies and preserving the high,
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which contain more important information

for perception. Whitening is efficient for

very slow and very small eye movements,

particularly drift. But for jerky, faster, and

larger eye movements like saccades the

whitening effect is weak, and limited to a

small range of very low frequencies

(Figure 1B). It is possible that the reason

the brain implements such sophisticated

sensory-motor control is to endorse a

selective saccadic suppression of the (still

prevalent) low spatial frequency content

and to reestablish whitening of the

incoming visual signals (Figure 1C). The

high spatial frequency enhancement

contributes to the same goal, flattening

the energy spectrum of natural images

(Figure 1C). The parvocellular system

could be ideally suited to carry the

resulting whitened spectrum across

saccades, integrating information

relevant for object identification across

different fixations.

To be efficient and ensure continuity of

visual analysis, the whitening process

should be precisely locked to saccadic

time, requiring precise synchronization of

the (pre-)motor signal regulating

suppression with the saccade execution.

Niemeyer et al. found a trace of this

sensory-motor signal in the correlated

noise in pairs of V1 cells, which peaked

exactly at the time of a real saccade but

occurred at a much later and wider

temporal window with simulated

saccades. This raises the question: what

kind of mechanism could ensure such

sharp temporal alignment between

functions mediated by the (pre-) motor

and visual cortex? Recent studies

implicate endogenous rhythms as the key

to synchronizing sensory-motor

function18.

Image motion is a major challenge for

vision during saccades, but it is not the

only problem they pose: another major

issue is object localization, which needs

to remain stable in the face of the

displacement of retinal images across

saccades. Just as motion and

displacement are separate aspects of

perception, supported by distinct

mechanisms, so are the mechanisms

dealing with the motion and the

displacement of retinal images produced

by eye movements. Both contribute to

perceptual stability, and both may be

supported by active (pre-)motor

signals, but their specifications and

implementation could be different.

While this study is an important step

towards unravelling the mysteries of

perception at the time of saccades, there

remain enough unexplained problems to

keep researchers busy for many years to

come.
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Figure 1. Visual processing during saccades is affected by high-speed motion and by the
active modulation of the Contrast Sensitivity Function.
(A) The Contrast Sensitivity Function (CSF) for static images (black dashed curve), for moving images (blue
curve) and during saccades (red curve). The low spatial frequencies of static images are largely invisible in
fixation. However, motion changes the CSF into a low-pass filter19 and this boosts the visibility of the low
spatial frequencies. Saccadic suppression recovers the band-pass characteristics of the filter by
suppressing sensitivity in this frequency range (grey shaded area) and enhancing sensitivity for spatial
frequencies above about 1 cycle per degree (green shaded area, estimated from Figure 2B of Niemeyer
et al.3). (B) Spectral energy of natural images (dashed line), which follows the 1/f law. The motion
associated with a saccade (real or simulated) redistributes the energy of the static images over a large
range of temporal frequencies (dashed blue line); in addition, it induces a small attenuation of the
lowest spatial frequencies17 (continuous blue curve). (C) Spectral energy of natural images filtered by
the CSF in the three conditions in (A): fixation, motion, and saccades. For static images, the dominance
of low spatial frequencies in the 1/f spectrum is eliminated by the band-pass characteristics of the
CSF. During simulated saccades, the low-pass CSF makes the low spatial frequencies more visible
than during fixation (dashed blue line); the partial whitening effect produced by retinal motion is
insufficient to counterbalance the effect (continuous blue line). This might be the reason why the CSF
needs to be actively modulated during real saccades (red): attenuated at low spatial frequencies and
enhanced at high spatial frequencies, redistributing spectral energy to be similar as in steady-fixation
conditions, hence optimizing the extraction of information from the retinal signal. CPD, cycles per
degree; LU, log units.
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Environmental problems are often construed as having straightforward causes, such as human population
growth or greed. Yet, the social sciences offer more elaborate theories that allow for a much more
accurate and actionable understanding of these causes. A new study puts the explanatory power of some
such theories to the test on coral reefs.

Mainstream approaches to solving

environmental problems have long been

plagued by a simplistic understanding of

human behavior and impacts. Many such

approaches build, for example, in part on

work of ThomasMalthus, who proposed a

relatively straightforward but entirely

passive relationship between growth in

human population and growth in

environmental impacts. Malthus’ long-

lasting influence is easily seen in several

influential texts, not the least of which are

Paul and Anne Ehrlich’s Population Bomb

and the Club of Rome’s Limits to

Growth1,2. However, many scholars

have since pointed out that Malthus’

premise, and other conceptually adjacent

notions, such as Hardin’s Tragedy of

the Commons3, rest upon incorrect

assumptions about human nature and the

drivers of human population growth4,5.

Human behavioral adjustments and

institutions, which can modify greatly how

people interact with the natural world, are

also absent in these frameworks. To

paraphrase Betsy Hartmann, this framing

has done little to help us understand

environmental problems but a lot to

motivate global oppression of women and

people of colour5, especially in

developing countries. If we wish to be

more effective at solving environmental

problems, we need to seek out a more

nuanced understanding that benefits from

various rich and well-tested theories of

human behavior offered by the social

sciences6. A new paper in this issue of

Current Biology by Joshua Cinner and

colleagues7 does just that: the team

presents four distinct areas of social

theory and explores their relative fit in

explaining the global degradation of coral

reef ecosystems. This is a poignant global

challenge with which the authors have

deep expertise. Coral reef ecosystems,

which are hotspots of biological and

cultural diversity virtually everywhere, are

threatened by a variety of intersecting

stressors, including climate warming-

induced bleaching, ocean acidification

and a myriad of human activities, such as

fishing8. Coral reef ecosystems also

provide food and livelihoods to hundreds

of millions of people worldwide (Figure 1).

In their engaging and rigorous analysis,

Cinner and colleagues7 successfully

illustrate both the complexities of the reef

crisis — rooted as much in regional

human and political geography as in the

distribution of poverty and wealth — and

the pitfalls of relying on just one

theoretical framework to identify causality

in environmental problems. The study

sets an excellent example for what is

possible when researchers achieve

meaningful engagement among natural

and social sciences.

Social scientists in fields such as

human and political ecology,

anthropology and economics have long

theorized about human–environment

interactions, seeking to understand how

nature and culture intersect and

interact9–12. Rather than accepting the

prevailing assumptions that people will
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